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Super CRISPR Wheat
By Julianna LeMieux — March 6, 2018

Wheat [1]

Wheat is the second most important food crop in the developing world. It's not just in pasta, either.
Wheat is found in more food than you can imagine (1). Like corn and soy, we need it, and lots of it.
But, contrary to what you may think, GMO wheat is not sold or used. In fact, although seed
companies have produced it, GMO wheat is not grown commercially for a myriad of different
reasons, most of which are for another story on another day.
One challenge to improving wheat genetically has been due to the complex genetic mechanisms
that go on with wheat DNA. A wheat cell has six copies of its seven chromosomes (42
chromosomes total). See the depiction below.

http://coloradowheat.org/2013/11/why-is-the-wheat-genome-so-complicated [2]

Not only in the amount of DNA daunting, but the multiple copies of one gene make genetic
manipulation very tricky. If one gene is mutated, for example, to improve a trait in the wheat, any of
the other copies of that gene can undo the mutation through the process of recombination

(swapping DNA from one chromosome to another.)
CRISPR-Cas9, the DNA editing technology that is changing the face of genetic engineering, can
alleviate this issue. How? Because it has what is called multiplex genome editing capacity. This
means that many genes can be altered simultaneously and beneficial modifications in multiple
genes can be made at the same time.
In a new study, mutations in all three copies of the gene TaGW2, resulted in an increase in
thousand grain weight, grain area, grain width, and grain length. This can be seen in the figure
below. The blue boxes represent the mutant wheat and the yellow boxes represent the nonmutated wheat. In all four categories of measurement, the mutant wheat are superior. The plots
show (A) grain area, (B) grain width, (C) grain length, and (D) thousand grain weight (TGW) of gw2
knockout (aabbdd) and wild-type plants (AABBDD).

The group went on to show that these mutations are heritable and were edited by CRISPR- Cas9
in the future generations of wheat by crossing the wheat plants with the gene targeting materials
with wheat lines expressing the CRISPR-Cas9 materials.
This is an exciting demonstration of gene editing activity in wheat that is passed down from one
generation to the next and may provide a useful tool for improving wheat in the future.
This paper is published in the first volume, first issue of the brand new The CRISPR Journal [3].
Source: Wei Wang, Transgenerational CRISPR-Cas9 Activity Facilitates Multiplex Gene Editing in
Allopolyploid Wheat The CRISPR Journal Volume 1, Number 1, 2018 Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. DOI:
10.1089/crispr.2017.0010

Notes:
(1) Some unexpected places to find wheat are:
Glucose syrup
Soy sauce
Starch (gelatinized starch, modified starch, modified food starch, vegetable starch)
Ale
Asian dishes can feature wheat flour flavored and shaped to look like beef, pork and shrimp.
Baked goods
Baking mixes
Batter-fried foods
Beer
Breaded foods
Breakfast cereals
Candy
Country-style wreaths are often decorated with wheat products
Crackers
Hot dogs
Imitation crab meat
Ice cream
Marinara sauce
Play dough
Potato chips
Processed meats
Rice cakes
Salad dressings
Sauces
Soups
Turkey patties
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